




Casket Lowering Devices(Without Placer Arms)

GA001

Casket Lowering Devices(With Placer Arms)

GA002

Our casket lowering devices are unbeatable in the ease of mounting a casket, providing 
additional protection and support. It can be easily adjusted to fit all graves and can be 
set up in seconds. Placement arms can support coffins even on steep hills and other 
uneven terrain.

Features
1. The frame is made of high quality hardened stainless steel pipe. 

2. Break system ensures any required descent speed.

3. For ease of operation, the unit is scalable from 62″ x 25″ to 94″ x 38″.

4. Each unit of braided tape has a strength of 450 pounds.

5. Flexible drive shaft provides smooth operation on uneven terrain.

6. The cast aluminum head is easily removed to allow access to the internal working parts.

7. The whole ball bearing ensures no noise, easy lifting and long-term service.

8. An adjustable end block ensures that the coffin will not roll off the equipment after positioning.

9. The modular structure of the device, which requires only two people to complete the installation, can be ready for the 

memorial service in minutes. After disassembly, it is easy to transport and store, and easy to clean.

10. The Optional placer arms are firmly locked in any position to support the coffin.

11. The Optional stand provides a stable platform for your descent device.

Lowering Device

Placer Roller

Stainless Steel Crank Handle Device Straps Placer Roller

Stand with Drapes Stainless Steel Crank Handle 

Device Straps Placer Roller

Casket Lowering Devices(With Placer Arms And Stands)

GA003

Closed

Model GA001 GA002

62″(L) × 25″(W)

94″(L) × 38″(W)

29.5 feet long, each tested to 450 lbs

900 Lb capacity

3 wooden case/set 5 wooden case/set

GA003

Adjustable

Straps

Loading

Quan
tity 3 wooden case/set

64.8kgs

Size(
L×W
×H)
(mm)

1520
×180
×110

960
×200
×220

960
×200
×220 

960
×210
×200

23.96
kgs

24.57
kgs

31.47
kgs

50
kgs

20
kgs

24
kgs

25
kgs

32
kgs

960
×210
×200

1520
×180
×100

650
×650
×650

1750
×190
×220

960
×210
×200 

960
×210
×200

1520
×180
×100

G.W

Packing

Casket Lowering Devices
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Body and Casket Lifter

Body And Casket Lifter(Electric)

GA004

The casket lifter will easily handle weights of up to 1,000 pounds. With the help of its 
nine 4-inch universal casters, you can easily steer this heavy lift through doorways.

Features:
1. Made of an ultra-strong all-steel square tubular construction with a durable powder-coated surface.

2. Comes with four 2-inch adjustable washable nylon mesh straps that can be adjusted to the circumference of any body.

3.You can easily lift the heaviest object from the floor to a cart or table.

Body And Casket Lifter(Hydraulic)

GA005

Driving Mode

Model GA004 GA005

Electric lift Hydraulic

1000 lbs

4 inch Swivel Wheels 9 pieces

860

840

Load Capacity

Swivel Wheels

Base Width（mm）

Boom Bar High（mm）

Base Depth（mm）

1800

710

980-1570

4 PCS

1160×920×310mm

Boom Bar Low（mm）

Body carriage Width（mm）

Body Straps

Packaging

Packaging

Size

G.W 85kg
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Collapsible Church Truck

Collapsible Church Truck(With Fold-out)

GA102E

The Church Truck is used for the daily operations of funeral businesses or mortuaries, 
for displaying coffins and coffins at churches, homes or funerals, and it can also be 
used as A transport aid for the safe movement of coffins and coffins from point A to 
Point B.

Features:
1. Made of strong aluminum tubing, easy to clean.

2. X-frame undercarriage and four rubber casters help to secure the casket.

3. When moved without a casket a special built-in handle allows the truck to be pushed, pulled or carried.

4. 6" rubber wheels roll easily over carpets, windowsills, and other obstacles.

5. When fully folded, the truck is only 6 inches wide for easy storage.

6. Available in silver, bronze, blue-gray or gold finishes.

small caster model (L)×(W)×(H)(mm)

Model GA102E

Dimension

Folded Size

One grade

Two grade

Three grade

Three positions adjustable(L)×(W)×(H)(mm)

big caster model(L)×(W)×(H)(mm)

Three positions adjustable(L)×(W)×(H)

Packing

Dimension

Folded Size

One grade

Two grade

Three grade

Three grade

Size(mm)

G.W

N.W

1550×570×550

140×570×740

710×570×710

1250×570×630

1550×570×550

1500×580×570

160×580×770

760×580×720

1280×580×640

1500×580×570

1pc/carton

800×570×200

20kgs

18kgs

Big caster 15cm(6inch)
Net weight:22kgs  Armrest length:18cm

Small caster 12.5(5inch)
Net weight:15kgs  Armrest length:25cm
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Aluminum Alloy Coffin Church Trolley

ROOE

Aluminum Alloy Coffin Church Trolley

GA103

Church Trolley holds the coffin firmly in place. The sturdy aluminum frame will retain its 
high finish for many years with minimal maintenance.

Features:
1. Durable lightweight aluminum alloy structure

2. Fixed height bier incorporating rubber rollers

3. Mainly used for placing coffins.

4. Swivel wheel locks to keep the table still while in use.
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Size(mm)

Model GA103

1240×480×630

≤300kgs

Quantity

Size(mm)

G.W

Loading bearing

Packing

N.W

1pc/carton

11250×530×150

11kgs

10kgs



Funeral Stretcher

ROOE

Funeral Stretcher(Economic)

GA200E

Designed for body transport and other industries, it can be operated and used by one 
person when picking up, loading and handling, allowing you to place two mortuary 
cots side by side in a larger vehicle to provide you with maximum transport capacity.

Features:
1. The trolley is made of high-strength aluminum, which is light and easy to clean.

2. The height can be easily adjusted by the height handles located at both ends.

3. The mattress is made of black PVC leather, seamless welding, waterproof. Only one person can operate it.

4. Four large wheels with separate brakes that move easily over sidewalk edges and uneven cemetery floors.

5. It can be folded into a compact size for easy storage when not in use.

6. Mainly used for hospital and funeral vehicle transportation.
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Funeral Stretcher(Heavy Duty)

GA200A

Folded sizeModel

GA200E

Size

1930×560×840mm 1930×560×300mm

Package size

1980×620×340mm

loading

≤159kgs

N.W

29kgs

G.W

35kgs

Folded sizeModel

GA200A

Size

1950×570870mm 1950×570×280mm

Package size

1980×650×300mm

loading

≤454kgs/1000lbs

N.W

42kgs

G.W

46kgs



Funeral Stretcher

Low positionModel

EA-3B1

High position

1950x550x850mm 1950x550x340mm

Maximum 
Angle of 
the Back

65°

Max Angle
 of the 

knee part

Packing Size
（1pc/CTN）

Load 
Bearing

15° 1990×610×390mm

N.W

180kg

G.W

40kg 47kg

Low positionModel

EA-3B1 plus

High position

195x55x85cm 195x55x38cm

Packing Size
（1pc/CTN）

Load 
Bearing

2020×600×400mm

N.W

180kg

G.W

43kg 50kg

ROOE

Funeral Stretcher

EA-3B1

Designed for body transport and other industries, it can be operated and used by one 
person when picking up, loading and handling, allowing you to place two mortuary 
cots side by side in a larger vehicle to provide you with maximum transport capacity.

Features:
1. Equipped with concave stainless steel table, table can be separated.

2. Retractable handle for better handling of dead bodies.

3. The handles on both sides can be adjusted to improve the positioning of the stretcher.

4. Loading systems for ambulances or hearses.

Features:

1. The stretcher is made of high strength aluminum alloy material

2. The stretcher surface is separable and has a locking device.

3. The height handles at both ends easily adjust the multiple positions, making it very easy to transfer the body.

4. It can be operated by one person when retrieving, loading and transporting

5.Support all body types with dignity.
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Funeral Stretcher

EA-3B1 plus



burgundy

black

burgundy

grey

black

Fold Size 
(L×W×H)Model

EA-1A5

EA-1A5
with body bag

Open Size 
(L×W×H) 

2080×530×355mm 1080×530×120mm

Self
Weight

Load 
Bearing

8kg

Packing

QTY Size(L×W×H) G.W

159kg

2080×530×355mm 1080×530×120mm 8.5kg 159kg

1150×580×130mm1 9kgs

1150×580×130mm1 9kgs

Funeral Stretcher(Leatheroid)

EA-1A5 

Funeral Stretcher

ROOE

Funeral Stretcher(Oxford Cloth)

EA-1A5 

A sturdy, flat aluminum frame makes body transfer easier. Equipped with a body bag to 
help resist stains, blood and fluids, it's perfect for transporting the dead.

Features:
1. Made of high strength aluminum alloy frame and Oxford cloth or water-

proof leather.

2. Two patient restraints with quick-release plastic buckle.

3. Can be folded lengthwise for compact storage.

4. Choose a sturdy body bag for easy transport and easy removal for clean-

ing.

5. Body stretchers are commonly used in funeral homes to remove bodies.

There are two materials available:
1.PVC leather colors: black, grey  

2.Oxford cloth colors: black, blue, grey, Burgundy
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GENERAL COLOR

GENERAL COLOR

blue grey



High Position size

Model GA201

2050×770×960mm

2080×770×870mm

37kgs

272kgs

Quantity

Low Position size

Weight

Load bearing

Packing Size

G.W

1 set/wooden case

2120×830×280mm

50kgs

High Position size

Model GA205

2050×770×830mm

2080×770×990mm

1780×690mm

45kgs

272kgs

Quantity

Size

G.W

1 set/wooden case

2120×840×310mm

60kgs

Low Position size

Wheelbase

Weight

Loading bearing

Packing

Embalming Table

GA205

Embalming Table

ROOE

Embalming Table

GA201

The sturdy embalming table provides a simple and effective way to help you perform 
your duties in the mortuary, where operators can work at a height that suits them and 
drain fluids efficiently.

Features:
1.Stainless steel top with extra deep trough for easy flow of fluids.

2. It is equipped with 4 quality universal wheels to ensure easy movement of the device.

3. The drain, located in the center of the foot end, quickly eliminates fluid from the table.

4. Each end can be adjusted independently according to individual working height and displacement.

5. Ideal for anticorrosion and transfer.
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Folding Embalming Table 

ROOE

Folding Embalming Table

GA204

Features:
1. Used for preservative, bandaging and transfer.

2. 304 stainless steel countertop, slope drop on the workbench panel for easy drainage.

3. Both ends can be independently adjusted height, easy to form a slope, to meet the demand for drainage.

4. The drain pipe is located in the center of the foot end to quickly remove liquid from the table.

5. Rotating wheel lock keeps table still while in use.

6.The legs can be folded up for storage when not in use.
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High Position size

Model GA204

2080×780×950mm

2080×780×820mm

40kg

690×1630 mm

160kg

Low Position size

Self Weight

Wheelbase

Packing

Load Limit

Set/Carton

2110*880*150mm

50kg

QTY

Size(L*W*H)

G.W



Embalming Table With Cover

ROOE

Embalming Table With Cover(Cone Shaped Cover)

GA201A

The device allows for the covert transfer/transport of deceased patients from hospital 
wards to mortuaries. The vehicle gives the illusion of being a standard empty gurney, 
while concealing the body under a special lid.

Features:
1. Made of high quality 304 stainless steel, welding through the quality assurance.

2.Hinged lid with swinging latch, camouflage helps prevent discomfort with other patients and visitors.

3. Four casters with brakes, easy to operate and safe to place.

4. Tables have ramps to drain water to one end and into an optional bucket row that hangs neatly under the frame.

5. The PVC stop valve is located below the drain pipe and is used to stop the flow of fluid while the barrel is being emptied.

6.Ideal for discreet observation in laboratories and all mortuary facilities.
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Embalming Table With Cover(Round Cover)

GA201B

Width

Model GA201A/GA201B

830mm

2050mm

770mm

200kg

Length

Table Height

Maximum loading



Hydraulic Embalming Table With Ventilation

GA202 Plus

Min HeightModel

GA202

Max Height

1000mm 700mm

Load Capacity Trendelenburg

650 lbs (295 kg)

Reverse 
Trendelenburg

0°-10°

Stainless Steel Top

Standard top Oversized top

0°-10° 2050×820mm 2160×900mm

WidthModel

GA202 Plus

Length

218cm 80cm

Height

80-110cm

Hydraulic Embalming Table

ROOE

Hydraulic Embalming Table

GA202

For forensic staff, make sure you have a sturdy table that will last for years. High quality 
products are essential for the most accurate embalming and autopsy procedures.

Features:
1. The table is made of 304 stainless steel. The recessed design completely wraps the recessed area of the table top.

2. Hydraulic system controls the whole lifting. Countertops can be flat or tilted at different angles.

3. Double countertops. The upper level is two detachable perforated countertops and the lower level is the exhaust drain 

countertop.

4. 8-inch casters for central brake control for easy steering and movement.

5. The bottom of the table is provided with an exhaust pipe and air volume regulating valve.

Features:
1.High quality 304 stainless steel counter tops for easy cleaning.

2.There are two options for tabletop:2050×820mm or oversized top:2160×900mm

3. Anti-fouling plastic base to keep product appearance clean.

4. There are grooves on all sides, designed for draining liquids.

5. Three pedals can quickly adjust the height and Angle.

6. Eight-inch casters are easier to move.

7. Applies to hospitals, coroner's facilities and morgues.
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Folded sizeModel

GA204A

Open size

1980×660×870mm 1500×210×660mm

Package size

1560×250×760mm

Gross weight

38.5kgs

Mortuary Folding Dressing Table

ROOE

Mortuary Folding Dressing Table

GA204A

Features:
1. Laminated top prevents scratches and stains and is easy to maintain.

2. Separate locking mechanism will fix the table in the folding position.

3. There are two handles on both sides of the table for easy movement

4. Ideal for dressing, transferring, and embalming

5.When not in use, it can be folded and stored behind a door or in a closet.
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Embalming Washing Table

ROOE

Embalming Washing Table

GA203

The embalming washing table provides the professional with a compact workstation 
integrated to form an ergonomic embalming facility, but also provides an easy to use 
and convenient handling system.

Features:
1. Strong stainless steel frame construction.

2. Tabletop with a drainage hole, made of 304 stainless steel.

3. Provided with a built stainless steel sink, connected wastewater tube, easy to clean.

4. Provide hot and cold shower taps and drainage system.
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Model

Size(L)x(W) x (H)

Packing

GA203

2850x 900x 850mm

Quantity

Size

G.W

1Set/Wooden Case

2930×965×520mm

100kgs



Multifunctional Autopsy Side Cabinet

Model

Type A Size

Type B Size

GA2003G

2400×600×1100mm (double)

1600×600×1100mm (single)

ROOE

Multifunctional Autopsy Side Cabinet

GA2003G

The Autopsy Side Cabinet is a great transition station as well as a powerful self-con-
tained unit that is a versatile and economical addition to any pathology or histology 
laboratory.

Features:
1.The table is equipped with movable sieve partition and the side cabinet is equipped with drawers for placing instruments

2.The louver outlet on the ruler table can quickly purify the air. It needs to be connected with the external extraction fan

3.The sink is equipped with a hair isolator to prevent the hair from getting into the drainage pipe and blocking

4.The pulverizer under the pool can crush the dissected tissue and discharge it through the drainage outlet (optional)

5.Table around arc structure, not easy to scale, easy to clean, luxurious and beautiful

6.Equipped with cold and heat regulator, manual faucet and hose (connected to water heater)

7.Nine multi-functional mobile spray rinsing guns can rinse the overall dirt of the dissection table

8.There are five flushes on the side of the table to wash the dirt during the dissection

9.The upper part of the LED light, hook, ULTRAVIOLET disinfection lamp

10.The side of the platform has leakage protection device, waterproof socket 220v. 50HZ

11.Stainless steel autopsy cart (optional)
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Multi-functional Forensic Autopsy Table

ROOE

Multi-functional Forensic Autopsy Table

GA2003A2 

This flexible and efficient system for autopsy work includes all the features required to 
complete a post-mortem examination efficiently. We also offer the ideal option for 
animal autopsies.

Features:
1. Built-in arc connection on the table. Not easy to scale, easy to clean and eliminate.

2. The table is equipped with 3 sieve isolation plates, which can be disassembled and washed.

3. There is hair isolator in the pool to prevent hair from entering the drainage pipe blockage.

4.Equipped with hot and cold regulator, high manual faucet (need to connect water heater).

5. Mobile spray washing gun with adjustable water pressure can wash the whole dirt of the dissecting table.

6. Equipped with infrared sensor faucet, aseptic contact, effectively prevent bacterial cross infection.

7. The mill is equipped with induction motor, which can cut off the flow and resist acid and alkali.

8. Under the pool, the shredder can crush the dissected tissue and discharge it through the drain.

9. Negative pressure ventilation system: The downward way of inclined air outlet on both sides of the inner side of the table 

can be timely pumped out of the harmful gas during the anatomy process (need to connect the external ventilation system).

10.There is leakage protection device on the side of the platform. Waterproof socket 220V.50Hz.
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Type

Model GA2003A2

Lifting height Fixed height

2500mm

800mm

750mm

Length

Width

Height

Height Max 950mm
850mm



Length

Model GA2003A3①

2200mm

800mm

750mm~950mm

GA2003A3②

2200mm

800mm

850mm

GA2003A3③

1600mm

650mm

850mm

Width

Height

Animal Downdraft Dissection Table

ROOE

Animal Downdraft Dissection Table

GA2003A3

Features:
1. Ventilation workstation for animal autopsy. Pull air/smell down and away from people

2. Type 304 stainless steel structure, easy to clean.

3. Weld joints and joints, sand and polish to match adjacent surfaces

4. Equipped with stainless steel sink with hair isolator.

5. Infrared sensor faucet, aseptic contact.

6. High pressure water gun can adjust the water pressure to wash dirt.

7. Shredders are used to break up dissected tissue.

8. Sunken ventilation, can form a clean air area, will smell down and through the table.
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Mortuary Freezer

ROOE

Mortuary Freezer

GA301 GA302 GA303

GA304 GA306

Our casket lowering devices are unbeatable in the ease of mounting a casket, providing 
additional protection and support. It can be easily adjusted to fit all graves and can be 
set up in seconds. Placement arms can support coffins even on steep hills and other 
uneven terrain.
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Features:
1. The whole refrigerator is made of stainless steel, which is used to store the corpse.

2. The insulation layer is made of polyurethane foaming machine to accurately control the foaming density.

3. Built-in evaporator, pure copper tube, refrigeration effect is more significant

4. Equipped with an independent and complete refrigeration system, composed of single machine and single cycle refriger-

ation system.

5. High precision temperature control, three digit high brightness digital display, easy to observe the temperature in the box.

6. All doors have safety lock design to prevent arbitrary opening.

7. Stainless steel body tray with handle is placed on the roller track for easy entry and exit.

8. Freezing temperature according to customer requirements, and the temperature of each cabinet does not affect each 

other.

9. High efficiency and environmental protection compressor, environmental protection fluorine-free refrigeration system.

10. The equipment has sound buzzer alarm and light flashing alarm;

11. Keyboard lock, password protection function, prevent arbitrary adjustment of operating parameters.

Optional:
Lighting system                Door heating system

Drainage system              24 hours temperature tracking printing system

GA301

Model Exterior size（L×W×H） Temperature inside box WeightQuantity

GA302

GA303

GA304

GA309

GA308

GA306

1 Corpse

2 Corpse

3 Corpse

4 Corpse

6 Corpse

9 Corpse

8 Corpse

2280×800×620mm

2280×800×1275mm

2280×800×1785mm

2280×1600×1275mm

2280×1600×1785mm

2280×1580×2120mm

2280×2360×1785mm

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

300kg

230kg

100kgs

420kg

600kg

600kg

950kg

voltage

654W

436W

218W

872W

1308w

1720w

1935w

Packing

2320×860×1945mm

2320×880×1395mm

2320×860×750mm

2320×1640×1395mm

2320×1640×1945mm

2320×1640×2300mm

2320×2430×1900mm

Mortuary Freezer

GA308 GA309



Mortuary Freezer

ROOE

Mortuary Freezer(Side Loading Type)

GA302

The mortuary freezer is the most important piece of equipment in the mortuary and is 
equipped with a quality refrigeration system, freezer compartment, control system and 
safety features for the long-term storage of multiple bodies.
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Mortuary Freezer(Side Loading Type)

GA303

GA301 Side Loading Type

Model Quantity

1 Corpse

2 Corpses

3 Corpses

Note：Do not recommend three body size loading,as too high,the top layer not very easy to open.

Exterior size Temperature inside box

2150×800×1100mm

2150×800×1750mm

2500×780×2030mm

Weight

100kg

250kg

350kg

Packing

2200×850×1250mm

2200×850×1900mm

2600×830×2200mm

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

-10℃ to 5℃

GA302 Side Loading Type

GA303 Side Loading Type



Mortuary Body Rack

GA503S

Model

Size: (L×W×H)

GA503S

2000×670×1800mm

Model

Size: (L×W×H)

Second layer heigh

Max load

Each layer distance

Bottom layer heigh

GA503-3

1930×820×1310mm (from top roller to ground)

810mm

310mm

370mm

500kg

Mortuary Body Rack

ROOE

Mortuary Body Rack

GA503-3

Designed for healthcare, crematoria, mortuaries and funeral homes. It can be easily 
removed for easy storage and added convenience when it must be moved from one 
location to another.

Features:
1. Perfect for a variety of corpse storage applications.

2. Made of stainless steel, rust -- proof, strong and durable

3. Equipped with three layers of tray, with handles on both sides, easy to use.

4. Four rotating wheels, including two brakes.

5.The size can be customized according to customer needs.

Features:
1. Welded steel frame, able to withstand heavy loads.

2. Four rotary casters, two with brakes.

3. Detachable structure that can be easily transferred or installed in difficult areas of crematoria or other building structures.

4.The size can be customized according to customer requirements.
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Model

Material

Tray Size

Packing

Max load

Overall Size

GA504

201 Stainless Steel

1850mm × 660mm

2000mm × 660mm

135kg

1pc/carton

2020×690×100mm

15kg

QTY

Size(L×W×H)

G.W

These cadaver trays are very durable and feature a smooth finish to improve durability 
and cleanliness. Designed for use with Mortuary Refrigerators, Racks, Dissecting Tables 
and Carriers.

Mortuary Body Tray

ROOE

Mortuary Body Tray

GA504

Features:
1. stainless steel structure designed to hold, store and transport the bodies of the deceased.

2. They come with big handles for ease of operation and ergonomics. 

3. The seamless design limits the potential for debris buildup that could lead to contamination.

3. Smooth inner Angle, with drainage hole, easy to clean
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Mortuary Scissor Lift

ROOE

Mortuary Scissor Lift(Hydraulic)

GA500A 

The safe transport and handling of bodies is vital to maintaining employee safety. Our 
lifts all work together seamlessly to provide a safe and convenient experience.

Features:
1. The equipment adopts stainless steel structure, electric control of the whole lifting.

2. It is composed of chassis, lifting bracket, moving tray, etc.

3. Equipped with 4 silent universal wheels, including 2 brake wheels, to prevent movement while standing.

4. There are 800mm stainless steel push and pull handrails on one side of the cart for easy transportation.

5. There are 5 stainless steel rollers on the lifting top for moving the tray.

6. Used for dissection table or body freezer, saving labor when moving.

7. Built-in battery can be used multiple times to deal with such emergency situations as power failure.

6.Optional equipped with a tray, water outlet, four corners concave design, easy to clean.

Features:
1. Use hydraulic pedal and foot hydraulic push rod for lifting.

2. It is composed of chassis, lifting bracket, moving tray, etc.

3. Equipped with 4 silent universal wheels, including 2 brake wheels, to prevent movement while standing.

4. There are stainless steel push and pull handrails on one side of the cart for easy transportation.

5. There are 5 stainless steel rollers on the lifting top for moving the tray.

6. Used for dissection table or body freezer, saving labor when moving.

7.Optional equipped with a tray, water outlet, four corners concave design, easy to clean.
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Type

Model GA500A

Size

Material

Height

(Optional)tray specification

Loading

Single scissors

2200×650mm

304 Stainless Steel

420-1500mm

180kgs

1900×610mm

Double scissors

420-2000mm

Type

Model GA501A

Size

Material

Height

(Optional)tray specification

Loading

Single scissors

2200×650mm

304 Stainless Steel

420-1500mm

200kgs

1900×610mm

Double scissors

420-2000mm

Packing

1pc

2200×770×560mm

140kgs 160kgs

QTY

Size(L×W×H)

G.W
Packing

1pc

2200×770×560mm

140kgs 160kgs

QTY

Size(L×W×H)

G.W

Mortuary Scissor Lift(Electric)

GA501A



Anatomy Dissection Kits

Model

Weight

Size：(L×W×H)

GA206

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Glass carcass thermometer

Bone saw

Periosteal stripper

Bone hammer

Osteotomy

Bone rib shear

Truncated knife

T-shaped chisel

Large surgical handle

Large surgical blade

Elbow surgery scissors

Straight round surgical scissors

Elbow hemostat

Straight hemostat

Organization

Dressing tweezers

Large suture needle

White medical suture needle

Black medical suture needle

Stainless steel spoon

Puncture probe

Hook probe

Spherical probe

Nail clipper

Large finger straight puller

Small finger straight puller

Corpse fingerprint scanner

Fingerprint printing box

Left hand fingerprint printing card

Right hand fingerprint printing card

1 head

One

One

One

One

One

One

One

2

2 bags

11

11

11

11

11

11

1 package

1 axis

1 axis

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1345×245×48mm

3.0kgs

No Product name Quantity

ROOE

Anatomy Dissection Kits

GA206

Each tool is designed to be easy to use, allowing you to learn more and experience easy 
dissection. Our tools are used by people studying or working in a wide range of fields 
such as anatomy, biology, botany, veterinary medicine, zoology and even lifestyle pho-
tographers.

Features:
1.The Forensic Anatomy Set contains 30 items.

2. Manufactured for best effect and precision

3. Made of high quality medical stainless steel

4. High precision and flexibility when performing clinical operations

5. Reusable, fully autoclaved

6. Beautiful appearance and strong corrosion resistance.
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Reduce funeral costs and 
achieve a dignified life
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